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A winter scramble among the woody gorges of the Derwent Valley between Matlock and Cromford usually turns up a handful of early flowering plants. There is a go ...
In the bleak midwinter, a plant in full bloom
Madeira may have a sedate reputation, but its wild flowers and lush landscapes make it a dream destination for horticulturalists ...
Horticulturalists are flocking to Madeira – so what's its secret?
Despite a somewhat bizarre name, the plant’s Latin title actually makes some good sense: Native to lowland tropical ... While the fiddle leaf fig tree has west African roots, today, it’s ...
Your Favorite Houseplant Has Deep West African Roots
The gerbera belongs to the Asteraceae or daisy/ sunflower family. It is a tender perennial plant, also known as African Daisy, Transvaal daisy or Barberton daisy. The gerbera flowers profusely from ...
How to grow gerbera or African daisy in Salt Lake
The Royal Botanic Gardens has unveiled its highlights of the plants and fungi named new to science in 2021 – and the first species of 2022.
Tropical tree named after Leonardo DiCaprio is first new species of 2022 – Kew
The West coast natives have oval ... the spring followed by blue berries. Ice plants (Malephora) are perennial groundcovers, native to South Africa, that grow in numerous climates.
The Best Plants for a Slope
Biologists regard Bioko Island as a living laboratory for studying how plants and animals evolve in isolation. It lies in the Gulf of Guinea, 20 miles off the west coast of Africa, one of four ...
Island Ark: a threatened African treasure
Ring-necked parakeets have made themselves at home across London and beyond, but how did these birds come to swap tropical climes for our grey shores, asks Claire Jackson.
Curious Questions: Are parakeets a treasure or a curse?
Scientists at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, said they wanted to honour the Hollywood actor for his help in petitioning against logging in the Ebo Forest in Cameroon last year.
Straight out of HollyWOOD! Newly-discovered tropical tree is named in honour of Leonardo DiCaprio after he campaigned on Twitter to save a rainforest from logging
Today, cacao is big business, and the Central and South American native plant is farmed around the world. Côte d'Ivoire in West Africa produces around 40% of the world's cocoa beans. In 2016, the ...
Flies are saving your chocolate cravings
Indoor plants add more beauty to a space while also providing functional benefits, like promoting a positive mood, purifying the air, and making you feel connected to nature without having to step ...
30 Indoor Plants Perfect for the Small-Space Gardener (and How to Care for Them!)
Squeeze more blooms into your garden by growing flowering climbers up walls, over pergolas, through trees, and along fencing. It's wonderful to go for a mix of flowering climbing plants to ...
Best flowering climbers – 10 top blooms for pergolas, arches and trellis
The pace of global heating is forcing insect populations to move and adapt – and some aggressive species are thriving ...
How the speed of climate change is unbalancing the insect world
HOUSEPLANTS all need different care, which can be confusing for beginners. One expert has shared the top indoor plants that are easy to care for as well as being generally pest-free.
Houseplants: ‘Easy to care’ for indoor plants ‘perfect’ for beginners and ‘pest resistant’
We all love the beautiful flowers of the spring and summer and miss them. The winter landscape can be bare and somewhat lifeless except for evergreens. However, several plants can add color and ...
DALY: Several plants produce colorful blooms in the winter
As rewilding projects restore habitats and ecosystems, we list the plants and animals staging a comeback across Britain ...
Bison, beavers and bog moss: eight new species to look out for in the UK in 2022
Recent news stories told of the Lummi Nation, west of Bellingham, describing a tiny, invasive crab — about 3 inches across the shell — as an "environmental disaster" ...
The Top 10 invaders in Washington state: Wild pigs, monster fish, killer flowers and more
The light requirement of each plant discussed is specifically given: whether it should be placed next to a north-, south-, east-, or west-facing ... bush is native to South Africa but may be ...
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